
Tactile Experiences for All: 
Supporting Students with CVI
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Presentation Notes
 Before we start, I want to share a story about a  question a mother had once for me on a home visit. She wanted to know what I did was different---she said many of the toys and activities I did with her child were similar to what the occupational therapist did. It was a terrific conversation. What is different?  Do you know? It’s true…we often help children to use their hands more effectively…Ots look at how the physical hand is developing—muscles, bones, and nerves.   WE—TSVIs, early childhood special educators, developmental therapists---look at the cognitive connection between using our hands and using our brains. How do children learn to discriminate what they are holding, mouthing or touching? Is it an active or a passive process? It was a long time ago, but I never forgot that conversation. It’s complicated….



Learning Objectives

 Discuss early tactual development research and 
what we know now

 Recognize and describe Exploratory Procedures 
(EPs)

 Apply routine-based tactual strategies to use with 
families in home environments and in early childhood 
classrooms

 Explore tactile assessment options
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Presentation Notes
Real quick, here are the learning objectives for today’s presentation. 



Tactual 
Development
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
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Presentation Notes
First, let’s address some terminology---tactual and tactile are interchangeable, so you will probably hear me say both today. Now, I want you to think about what you learned in school.  In your career, whether it has been long or relatively short,  who are the children who NEED increased tactile instruction?            Today, I’m going to push you a little bit----I will back it up with research—but I’m going to push you. Because we know better now.  A tactually diverse environment is critical for ALL children.  ALL Children. Children with VI, children with Low vision, children with sight, children who are deaf, and children who have hearing. ALL Children.I’m also going to push you die-hard Piaget believers. Some of this research means we have to re-think what we think we know. 



Tactual 
Development 
Research
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Where did I get this information?  Well-it’s been a bit of a long journey.  My dissertation was to validate a new tactile version of the Boehm-3 preschool (which we will talk about a bit, later) but to validate the test, we had to CREATE the test. And we wanted that test to reflect the very latest in tactual development research. And to do that I had to go outside of  the field of visual Impairment.   I had to look in the fields of psychology, neurodevelopment, cognitive science…..you name it—I looked. And as I searched I realized that much of this knowledge was not addressed in the field of visual Impairment or deafblindness, the very place we need it the most.  This presentation has grown out of that search, and my own experiences in test validation, AND mealtime routines research that I have been privileged to participate in the last ten years. 



What Do We Know 
About Tactual 
Development? 

Tactile development 
is receptive, or 
passive, then active, 
or haptic
(Hatwell, 2003; McLinden & 
McCall, 2002) 

Sense of “Self” and 
“Others”
(Metzoff, Saby, & Marshall, 

2018) 

Presenter
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The sense of touch is unique in that it depends on physical contact and is spread throughout the body. It also presents in two different ways throughout our life. Touch can be receptive or “cutaneous,” as when individuals feel a blanket underneath on the bed or react to the squeeze of a handshake or a hug.  And It can also be active and exploratory or “haptic” in nature; as when children reach to explore a texture, a toy, or manipulate an item to discover how it works.  We also know that the sense of touch is intimately connected to an individual’s sense of self and early attachment to caretakers. In fact, recent research indicates that learning about the concept of self and others is almost exclusively learned through touch.  Infants who do not receive human touch early in their development are impacted with both immediate and long term consequenses. 



What do we know 
about Tactual 
development?

Why? 
 Visual and Haptic representations 

that children form may be 
inherently different

 Young children have poor haptic 
perception

 Young children have poor manual 
exploratory abilities

Most 5 or 6 year-olds 
have good haptic 
recognition

Intermodal transfer 
before age five is poor –
or is it? 

Bauer et al., 2017; Gentaz & Badan, 2003; Lickliter, 2011; Sera & Millett, 2011



Sensory Competence 
expectations should be high
Experiences with ”Known 
Objects”
Students in Phase One may 
need additional tactile support
All children need tactile 
experiences to be competent in 
their world. ALL. 

Students with CVI: 
Tactile Needs
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Presentation Notes
Sensory competence should be expected in all areas.   Add Roman-Lantzy and Tietjen chart explanation 



What Do We Learn First? 
Textures

Babies can discriminate 

Texture before Shape

Prefer intense textures

Mouthing

Metzoff, 2018; Schellingerhout, Smitsman,& Cox, 2005; Streri, 2003
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Why- early hand movements support understanding textureChildren use mouth for discrimination when hands are transporting objectsSalient features can be tactile. 



Next: Shape

Objects:
 Familiar vs. Unfamiliar

Presentations: 
Simultaneous

In succession- delay

Miniatures

(Kalaghar & Jones, 2011; Lederman & Klatsky, 
2009)
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Presentation Notes
Contour following at 9 or 10 months- Independent hand use



Exploratory
Procedures
(McLinden, 2012, 
McLinden & McCall, 2002) 



Enclosure Video:
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Presentation Notes
Cathy  two minutes and three seconds.



Object 
Permanence:

What Do We 
Know?

Bruce and Vargas, 2012;
Nelson et al., 2014
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Handout for Introduction of TexturesYour Kids table linkLet’s get messy is in the resources—great article on the “why” of getting messy.





Why Is Messy 
Play Important ? 

Builds Confidence and 
Curiosity
Avoids Tactile Sensitivity
Avoids  Food Neophobia
Opportunities for fun

(Coulthard & Sohota, 2016)



Strategies for Caregivers 
who can’t be messy……..

Dollar store shower curtains or ponchos
Wear Gloves
Play right before bath time
Model for Caregivers that child likes it
Take It Outside
Sensory Bags



Using Tactile Strategies in the 
Classroom

 https://www.pathstoliteracy.org/resources/project-salute-
successful-adaptations-learning-use-touch-effectively

 Give children time
 Prior to age 8, neither visual or haptic development 

predominates
 Young children need to constantly change their understanding 

of size and orientation to objects
 Monitor texture acceptance and never force
 Students with CVI may change from primary tactile learners to 

primary visual learners as they move through the phases

https://www.pathstoliteracy.org/resources/project-salute-successful-adaptations-learning-use-touch-effectively


Utensil Use: 
A Critical 
Mealtime 
skill



Gerber Study Spoon Use

Smyth, Morgese, & Spicer, 2014



Mealtime Routines Study Results 

What have we learned? 

Children need to spend 
time with utensils

 Intervention Group = More 
likely to use a spoon



Teagan

Self- Feeding

Exploratory Procedures

Cognitive Understanding 

What’s Next? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self feeding--- yes         Exploratory procedures?  Pressure, weight, counter      Cognitive understanding ?   Putting two objects together, relationships     What’s next?    Utensil use



Assessment Options 

 Erhardt Developmental Prehension  
Assessment 
http://www.erhardtproducts.com

Developmental Checklists
Braille Readiness Grid
Boehm-3 Preschool (Tactile Version)
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Presentation Notes
Let’s talk briefly about some Assessment options: If you want to look carefully at the hand movements of young children, for instance,  if you are an OT—I recommend the Erhardt Developmental Prehension assessment. 

http://www.erhardtproducts.com/


Anchor Center 
Tactile 
Developmental 
Rating Scale
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Cathy



What Should 
We Do? 

 Encourage parents to touch their 
child with love and meaning

 Encourage “Messy Play”
 Lots of Experiences with toys and 

utensils
 Watch for Exploratory Procedures 

and praise them
 Work with Occupational 

Therapists
 Assess tactual skills
 EVERYONE needs Tactile 

Experiences!
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Thank you



Questions? 

Cathy Smyth, Ph.D.
Anchor Center for Blind Children
720-205-3147 or csmyth@anchorcenter.org

Thank You!

mailto:csmyth@anchorcenter.org
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